We introduce a new representation class of Boolean functions|monotone term decision lists|which combines compact representation size with tractability of essential operations. We present many properties of the class which make it an attractive alternative to traditional universal representation classes such as DNF formulas or decision trees.
1 Introduction
Motivation
Several representations of Boolean functions have been proposed and studied. Among these are disjunctive normal form (DNF) formulas, decision trees, branching programs, decision lists, circuits, and Boolean formulas 30]. All these representation classes are universal in their ability to represent all Boolean functions. By the same token, however, they are all susceptible to the \Shannon e ect" 30]: a random Boolean function almost surely will not have a small representation size, regardless of the representation class. This invalidates any categorical judgment of what constitutes the ideal representation class. In practice, the representation class to be used is dictated by the use|an application involving the design of classical digital circuits would use Boolean circuits or formulas while certain kinds of learning applications would opt for decision tree classi ers. Aside from this, there is the matter of individual taste|an argument, not entirely tongue-in-cheek, has been made that humans nd a DNF representation most comprehensible.
In spite of the inherent di culties in deciding the right denominational hallmarks of a good representational class, most practitioners would accept certain pragmatic considerations as being among them. Representation size is important in most applications and everything else being equal one would prefer a representation which is succinct. From this standpoint, one would prefer DNF to decision trees, arguing that every Boolean function can be represented as a DNF formula of size no larger than the corresponding decision tree. The catch is that everything else is typically not equal. Indeed decision trees are \better" than DNF from the point of view of tractability of commonly used operations: one can do equivalence testing, testing for tautology, rendering to an irredundant form, truth-table minimization, and counting the number of satisfying assignments in polynomial time while none of these operations can be done in polynomial time for DNF formulas, assuming P 6 = NP.
Often a restriction of a general representation class is deemed to be interesting and more useful than the original. Arguably, the restriction of general branching programs to read-once branching programs is more useful for a lot of applications 9]. One has not lost the universality of representation, but some operations are now tractable. (For example, equivalence testing is in co- RP 7] and one can also count the number of satisfying assignments in polynomial time). In a similar vein, restricted classes of Petri nets have been proposed 23], which enable one to decide certain kinds of reachability problems e ciently, problems which are important but which provably have exponential time and space lower bounds in general Petri nets 21] . In this paper, we study the restriction of decision lists to monotone term decision lists, for a similar motivation.
Decision Lists and Monotone Term Decision Lists
Decision lists were introduced by Rivest 25] . Informally, they represent boolean functions as follows (formal de nitions are in the next section): A decision list contains a sequence of nodes. Each node is comprised of a term (i.e., a conjunction of literals) together with a classi cation of True or False. An assignment is evaluated by nding the rst node which contains a term which accepts the assignment and then taking the classi cation of the node as the evaluation. (The last node of a decision list contains the empty term, enabling all assignments to be evaluated no further than the default last node.) Rivest made a study of decision lists and showed that the class of k-decision lists is properly PAC-learnable in polynomial time, for constant k 0. Here the constant k refers to the maximum number of literals in a term of the decision list.
It has not been easy to generalize Rivest's learning results to allow arbitrary number of literals in a term. Such a generalization would include all boolean functions|moreover, the smallest decision list representation of a boolean function is no bigger than the DNF representation. Therefore, predictability of general decision lists would imply the predictability of DNF formulas, a hard open problem. Also, one can prove that even with a xed number of literals, decisions list are not amenable to e cient handling in post-learning applications. Questions such as \Do two decision lists represent the same function?" and \Is a given decision list irredundant?" are co-NP complete. Simon 26] and Castro and Balc azar 11] have considered certain simpli cations of the general PAC-learning problem to allow one to learn decision lists containing terms of arbitrary length. Nevertheless, the sheer hardness of most elementary operations on decision lists manifests itself in limiting the scope of fruitful extensions of Rivest's results.
In this paper, we take an entirely di erent approach|we restrict the terms to be monotone. We show that this is not at all a big restriction: all boolean functions can still be represented with decision lists with monotone terms only. In fact, we argue below that the representation class of monotone term decision lists is very competitive when compared with other representation classes. We hope that the results presented in this paper will be extended by other researchers to resolve some of the open questions mentioned here.
Representation Size and Other Issues
A signi cant advantage of monotone term decision lists is that they are amenable to basic operations on representations. We show that it is polynomial-time decidable if a given monotone term decision list is irredundant (i.e., if it contains no irrelevant variables in a term and no irrelevant term) and make it irredundant if it is not. We also show that there is a polynomial-time equivalence test for monotone term decision lists. In contrast, for general decision lists, DNF formulas, and read-k branching programs for k > 1 these operations cannot be done in polynomial time unless P = NP.
Monotone term decision lists share with decision lists (and branching programs) the property that the representation of the complement of a boolean function is of the same size, and easily computable. This is not true for some other representations (for example, DNF formulas). Also, for any xed constant k, a monotone term decision list representation of the disjunction or conjunction of k monotone term decision lists may be constructed in polynomial time. In particular, this already implies that monotone term decision lists are polynomially closed under nite exceptions 4]; however, we prove the stronger result that this class is strongly polynomially closed under nite exception lists 8].
Monotone term decision lists seem to be as good or better than decision trees in every respect. Both representations allow e cient manipulation for operations such as the ones described above. In addition, we show that the monotone term decision list representation of a boolean function is never bigger than the corresponding decision tree representation. On the other hand, there exist families of functions whose decision tree representations are exponentially larger than the monotone term decision list representation. A comparison of representation size with other universal classes does not yield a clear winner. (Excepting decision lists, of course: naturally, a general decision list representation is bound to be no larger than a monotone term decision list representation.) A DNF/CNF representation size is incomparable with the corresponding monotone term decision list representation|there are functions whose DNF (or CNF) representation size is exponential in the monotone term decision list size, and vice versa. Nevertheless, the size of a monotone term decision list is never more than a quasipolynomial factor away from the larger of the CNF or DNF representation.
Learning
Our main results in the learnability of monotone term decision lists are as follows. First, we show that k-term monotone decision lists are properly and exactly learnable in n O(k 3 ) time with n O(k) membership queries alone, while equivalence queries alone will not su ce. Our algorithm is non-adaptive (i.e., it always makes queries on a xed set of assignments). From this it follows that k-term monotone decision lists are \simple-PAC" learnable in the sense of Li and Vit anyi 20].
Next, we consider the general class of monotone term decision lists with unrestricted number of terms. Using Angluin's technique of approximate ngerprints 2], we show that equivalence queries alone do not su ce for exact learning this class. Moreover, it is easy to see that the class cannot be learned with membership queries alone. An open problem, not resolved in this paper, is whether the class is exactly learnable with equivalence and membership queries. We do show, however, that a large subclass of general monotone term decision lists is so learnable. This subclass, which is simultaneously a generalization of \read-once" monotone term decision lists and monotone functions, also has the characteristic of not being learnable with equivalence queries alone or with membership queries alone.
Other results in learning theory are related to ours. Since we show that k-term monotone decision lists are representable as k-decision lists, it follows that, for any constant k, k-term monotone decision lists are improperly PAC-learnable as k-decision lists using Rivest's algorithm 25]. A slight modi cation of the negative results in 16, 24] shows that proper PAC-learnability of this class without membership queries is not possible, unless RP = NP. Improper exact learning algorithms which use both membership and equivalence queries can also be obtained by using the techniques of Bshouty 10] or Kushilevitz 19] to show that O(log n)-term monotone decision lists are learnable. 4 
Organization
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents de nitions used in the rest of the paper. Section 3 contains properties of monotone term decision lists. Section 4 contains our results on learning k-term monotone decision lists. Section 5 contains results on the learnability of the general class.
Preliminaries
A decision list is an ordered list of pairs of boolean functions. Each pair (t; o) in a decision list is called a node of the decision list, the function t being the test function and the function o the output function. The last node in a decision list is called the default node and has a constant test function that evaluates to 1 (true). The evaluation of a decision list h(t 1 ; o 1 ); (t 2 ; o 2 ); :::i on an assignment is obtained by rst nding the least i such that t i ( ) = 1 and then outputting o i ( ). In the following sections, we say that assignment activates the node (t i ; o i ), if i is the least integer such that t i ( ) = 1.
A k-decision list 25] is a decision list in which all the test functions are monomials with at most k literals and the output functions are the constants 0 and 1. A monotone term decision list is a decision list in which all the test functions (or terms) are monotone monomials and the output functions are the constants 0 and 1. If the output function associated with a node is 0, we say that the node is negative; otherwise it is positive. In this paper, we focus on monotone term decision lists in general and k-term monotone decision lists in particular, where k > 0 is some xed integer constant. A k-term monotone decision list has at most k nodes, not counting the default node.
A monotone term decision list is minimal (or irredundant) if no node or variable within a term can be deleted without changing the boolean function represented by the decision list. Note that a minimal monotone term decision list may be bigger than the minimum monotone term decision list for the same function.
The set of variables that are set to 1 in an assignment is denoted by ones( ) and the set of variables that are set to 0 by zeroes( ). The natural partial order > over assignments, given by > if and only if ones( ) ones( ), de nes a lattice called the boolean lattice. The set of variables of a term t is denoted by vars(t). Finally, for any assignment , the assignment v b is the assignment obtained by setting the variable v to b and all the other variables as in .
Our learning results are in the concept learning framework where an algorithm is required to identify (exact learning) or approximate (PAC learning) an unknown concept via queries (in the exact model) or random examples (in the PAC model).
We mainly use the exact learning model with membership and/or equivalence queries. Let f be the unknown target boolean function to be learned. A membership query, MQ( ), receives an assignment and returns f( ). An equivalence query, EQ(H) receives as input some representation H of a boolean function and returns a \Yes" answer if H f or a counterexample such that H( ) 6 = f( ). If H is in the representation class being learned we say that the algorithm is a proper learning algorithm. We say that a representation class R is polynomial time learnable in the exact model with queries (membership, equivalence, or both) if there exists an algorithm which uses these queries and, for any boolean function f representable in R, outputs a representation of f (in R if it is proper or in some other representation class if it is improper), in time polynomial in the number of variables and the smallest size needed to represent f in R. For more formal de nitions we direct the reader to 1, 2, 17, 29] .
The PAC model di ers from the exact model in two ways: (1) the goal of the learning algorithm is to output a \good" approximation of the target concept with high probability and (2) the information about the target concept is received via labeled examples drawn according to an unknown but xed distribution that is also used to measure the \goodness" of the approximation. An algorithm is a polynomial time PAC-learning algorithm for the representation class R if for any distribution D, for any target boolean function f representable in R, and for any ; > 0, the algorithm outputs a hypothesis h ( Proof. Let f be any boolean function. To represent f using a monotone term decision list, walk through the boolean lattice of assignments in topological order (i.e., starting at the assignment of all 1's and ending at the assignment of all 0's.) For each assignment , create a node (t ; f( )), where t is a monotone monomial containing precisely the variables in ones( ). (Note that the evaluation of f on the all 0's assignment will form the output of the default node.) The decision list thus constructed represents f since each assignment in the boolean hypercube activates the corresponding node (t ; f( )).
E cient Tests for Equivalence, Satis ability, Irredundancy, and Monotonicity
Now we show that there are polynomial time algorithms for testing the equivalence of two monotone term decision lists.
Proposition 2 There is an O(n(p + q)pq) time algorithm that tests equivalence of two monotone term decision lists on n variables, L 1 and L 2 , with p and q nodes respectively. 
From the above, it follows that testing L 1 and L 2 for equivalence is tantamount to checking if L 1 ( (t 1 ; t 2 )) = L 2 ( (t 1 ; t 2 )) for all pairs t 1 in L 1 and t 2 in L 2 . There are O(pq) pairs of terms to consider, and each evaluation takes O(n(p + q)) time.
The algorithm for testing equivalence can be used to test if a monotone term decision list is irredundant: all one needs to do to decide if a particular variable in a term (or a particular node) is redundant is to delete the variable from the term (or the entire node) and test the resultant decision list for equivalence with the original. Similarly, we can test satis ability (tautology) of a given monotone term decision list by checking if an irredundant version is precisely the 0-term monotone decision list which represents false (true).
Deciding whether a monotone term decision list represents a monotone boolean function is also straightforward: all one needs to do is rst render the given list irredundant, and then test if all the non-default outputs are 1. This will happen precisely if the represented function is monotone since an irredundant monotone term decision list representing a monotone boolean function must contain precisely the minterms of the function as its non-default terms.
Note that none of the tests mentioned in this subsection can be done in polynomial time for general decision lists if P 6 = NP. (This can be derived by rst observing that a boolean function represented by a DNF or a CNF formula can be polynomially transformed into a decision list. Other than satis ability (tautology) testing, which is hard for CNF but easy for DNF (easy for CNF but hard for DNF), all other tests are known to be hard for DNF and CNF representations. Therefore, all these tests are hard for decision lists.) However, decision trees also allow all these operations to be done in polynomial time. An open question is whether monotone term decision lists can be minimized in polynomial time, instead of merely being rendered irredundant as above. To the best of our knowledge, minimization in polynomial time is also open for decision trees.
E cient Computation of Boolean Operations
The fundamental Boolean operations|NOT, AND, and OR|can be done in polynomial time on functions represented as monotone term decision lists, as we now show.
Proposition 3 A monotone term decision list representing the complement of a given monotone term decision list can be constructed in linear time.
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Proof. Given a decision list L representing a boolean function f, a decision list L 0 representing f can be obtained by simply ipping the output value of every node in L. Clearly, every assignment activates corresponding nodes in L and L 0 and is evaluated in a complementary manner. From Propositions 3 and 4 and the fact that f 1 f 2 = f 1 + f 2 , it follows that the conjunction of two monotone term decision lists can also be constructed e ciently. Moreover, these results imply that monotone term decision lists are polynomially closed under nite exceptions in the sense of Angluin and Krik is 4]. In the following proposition, we prove a stronger result which implies that monotone term decision lists are strongly polynomially closed under exception lists (in the sense of Board and Pitt 8] Proof. It su ces to show that for a single assignment , a decision list representing f f g can be constructed by adding at most n nodes to L in time O(pn). To do this, let (t; b) be the node in L that is activated by and insert, just in front of the node (t; b), the sequence of nodes h(t v 1 ; b); (t v 2 ; b); : : :; (t v l ; b); (t ; b)i; where vars(t ) = ones( ) and zeroes( ) = fv 1 ; v 2 ; : : :v l g. This can clearly be done in the claimed time.
Proposition 5 implies that if there is a PAC-algorithm for learning monotone term decision lists properly then there exists a randomized polynomial-time Occam algorithm for monotone term decision lists 8]. Closure under nite exceptions implies that if monotone term decision lists are exactly learnable with equivalence and membership queries then they are also so learnable even with a small amount of malicious noise in membership queries 4].
Size Comparisons to Other Classes
In this section we compare the representation size of monotone term decision lists with other universal classes: decision trees, DNF, CNF, and parities of Monotone DNFs.
We start with decision trees. A decision tree is a binary tree with variables in the internal nodes and the constants 0 and 1 in the leaves. The evaluation of an assignment starts in the root of the tree and consists of a path that leads to a leaf. The path is decided by the values that the assignment has in the variables tested in the internal nodes in the following way: at some internal node that contains the variable x, the path branches to the right child if the assignment contains a 1 in x and to the left child otherwise. The output value for an assignment corresponds to the value of the leaf of the evaluation path.
Let jfj dt ; jfj mdl ; jfj dnf ; and jfj cnf be, respectively, the number of leaves of the smallest decision tree, the number of nodes of the smallest monotone term decision list, the number of terms of the smallest DNF formula, and the number of clauses of the smallest CNF formula that represents f.
Theorem 6 For any boolean function f, jfj dt jfj mdl . Proof. The proof is constructive. Given a decision tree we will show how to construct a monotone term decision list that computes the same function and has as many nodes as leaves in the decision tree. For a complete path p, from the root to a leaf, we de ne a node (t p ; o p ) where t p is the term formed by the conjunction of all right-branching variables of p and o p is the output value of the leaf of p. Now consider the monotone term decision list T = h(t p 1 ; o p 1 ); (t p 2 ; o p 2 ); :::; (t pr ; o pr )i, where the paths p 1 ; p 2 ; :::; p r are in the order obtained by placing the corresponding leaves according to the reverse of an inorder visit, i.e., starting at the rightmost one and ending at the leftmost one.
To see that the decision tree and the decision list represent the same boolean function, observe that an assignment is evaluated at some path p in the decision tree if and only if it activates the node (t p ; o p ) in the monotone term decision list.
Theorem 7 There exists a family of boolean functions ff n g n>0 such that both jf n j dnf and jf n j cnf are exponential in jf n j mdl . Proof. Let V n = fx 1 ; x 2 ; :::; x 2n g fy 1 ; y 2 ; :::; y 2n g be a set of 4n Boolean variables.
De ne a monotone function m n = y 1 y 2 + y 3 y 4 + : : : y 2n?1 y 2n and an antimonotone function a n = (x 1 + x 2 )(x 3 + x 4 ) : : : (x 2n?1 + x 2n ). Let f n = m n a n .
Consider the following monotone term decision list:
M n = h( M n is satis ed by the assignments which set at least one of x 2i?1 or x 2i to false for all i; 1 i n, and both y 2j?1 and y 2j to true, for some j; 1 j n. These are precisely the assignments which will satisfy both a n and m n |in other words, M n f n . So f n can be represented a monotone term decision list of n terms. Next, consider the set of assignments P = f j sets precisely one of x 2i?1 and x 2i to 0; 8 i; 1 i n;
and both y 2j?1 and y 2j to 1; for exactly one j; 1 j ng: All assignments in P are positive assignments of f n . Moreover, no two assignments in P can be accepted by any implicant of a DNF formula equivalent to f n , lest such an implicant also accept a negative assignment of f. Consequently, each assignment in P must be accepted by a di erent term of a DNF formula representing f n , or jf n j dnf jPj = 2 n+1 .
A dual argument proves that jf n j cnf 2 n+1 .
Using the well-known fact that jfj dt jfj dnf + jfj cnf , we get the following corollary: Corollary 8 There exists a family of boolean functions ff n g such that jf n j dt is exponential in jf n j mdl .
A result implicit in the work of Ehrenfeucht However, the following result shows that it is possible for the size of the smallest monotone term decision list representing a boolean function to be exponential in the minimum of the DNF and CNF size of that function.
Theorem 10 There exist families of functions ff n g and fg n g such that jf n j mdl is exponential in jf n j dnf and jg n j mdl is exponential in jg n j cnf .
Proof. If o i , determined by the following rule. Fix the output value for the last block, o s , to be 1, the value for the previous block, o s?1 , to be 0, and so on, alternating between 1 and 0 until the rst block is reached. Finally, add a default node (True; 0). The above fact implies that the monotone term decision list so constructed represents the same function. Clearly, this decision list can be constructed in O(sn) time.
To The above result implies that monotone term decision lists are learnable in polynomial time if and only if MDNF formulas are so learnable, in whatever model one chooses. In fact, virtually any algorithm to solve problems for one representation class transforms into an algorithm for the other class. Given this, the learning results in 27] are particularly interesting. The authors claim a proper polynomial time algorithm for MDNF using subset and superset queries. Unfortunately, this result is based on the assertion that a MDNF representation has a canonical representation which has minimum size. This assertion is not correct: the \canonical" representation given in the paper for the formula f n (x 1 ; : : :; x n ) = x 1 (x 1 _x 2 ) : : : (x 1 _: : :_x n ) has size exponential in n. This invalidates the claimed learning results for the class MDNF and consequently, their application to monotone term decision lists. Nevertheless, we hope that the ideas along the lines explored in 27] will yield positive results.
Learning k-term Monotone Decision Lists
We consider the learnability of the class of k-term monotone decision lists for some constant k 0. This class is a natural candidate to begin the study of learnability of monotone term decision lists since it is the smallest interesting subclass which allows arbitrary length terms. Our main result for this class is in Subsection 4.1 below where we show that this class can be learned properly using only membership queries. In Subsection 4.2 we give lower bounds on the learnability of this class and show that the class is not learnable with equivalence queries alone. To nish o the section, we comment on PAC-learnability and improper learnability of the class in Subsection 4.3.
Proper Exact Learning
A speci cation set 14, 6] for a class C of Boolean functions is a set X of assignments such that no two functions in the class C evaluate all the assignments in X in exactly the same way. Clearly, if X is small and can be found e ciently, then learning of the class C can be achieved by making membership queries on X and then using the results to determine the target function.
Let A l denote the set of assignments with at most l zeroes. To prove the \only if" part, let S zeroes( ) be a set of at most i ? 1 variables whose negation falsify the rst i ? 1 terms of L . Now consider the partial assignment p(S; ones( )). Clearly, all extensions of p(S; ones( ))|in particular those that contain at most 2k 0's|activate (t i ; b), and are therefore classi ed as b.
Conversely, for any assignment suppose there exists a set S as in the proposition. Suppose, for contradiction, that activates the node (t i ; b) in some k-term monotone 13 decision list representation L of f. Now consider the assignment that sets to 0 the variables in S, sets to 0 one variable in vars(t) ? (vars(t i ) ones( )) for each term t in L before t i that does not contain any variable of S, and sets to 1 the remaining variables. Clearly, is in A 2k and is an extension of p(S; ones( )); however, activates (t i ; b), which contradicts the supposition that every extension of p(S; ones( )) evaluates to b.
The following corollary is immediate. Proof. The minimality of L guarantees that for any variable v in vars(t) there exists an assignment that justi es the necessity of v in t, i.e., activates (t; b) but v 0 activates some node (t 0 ; b) after (t; b). ( We say that t 0 validates v in t).
We now prove that if a term t 0 validates each variable in V = fv 1 ; v 2 ; :::; v l g vars(t), then there exists a single assignment 2 A k that justi es all the variables in V . To do this, we claim that every term of nodes prior to (t 0 ; b) in L either (a) contains a superset of V or (b) contains some variable not in vars(t) vars(t 0 ). To prove the claim, suppose, to the contrary, that there is some term r of a node prior to (t 0 ; b) such that r does not contain some variable v of V and vars(r) vars(t) vars(t 0 ). Let be a justifying assignment for v in t, such that = v 0 activates (t 0 ; b). Since ones( ) vars(r), cannot activate any node beyond the one that contains r, a contradiction. It follows from the claim that the assignment that sets to 0 one variable not in vars(t) vars(t 0 ) for each term that satis es case (b), and sets to 1 the remaining variables is a justifying assignment for all variables in V , and has at most k 0's.
All the variables in vars(t) must be validated by at most k terms. To nish the proof of the proposition, let S be a set of assignments which contains, for each node (t 0 ; b) that follows (t; b) in L, one assignment 2 A k that activates (t; b) and that justi es all the variables in vars(t) validated by t 0 . The set S then contains assignments that validate all the variables in vars(t). Moreover, no variable not in vars(t) will be justi ed by assignments in S since all the assignments in S activate (t; b).
Proposition 15 motivates the following de nition. We say that (t; b) is a candidate node (in a k-term monotone decision list representation) of a boolean function f if there exists a set S A k with at most k assignments, such that for each 2 S, f( ) = b and such that vars(t) is precisely the set of variables justi ed by assignments in S. Note that all candidate nodes of f can be found in n O(k 2 ) time. Moreover, the set of candidate nodes of a boolean function is a superset of all possible nodes (t; b) which can appear in a minimal k-term monotone decision list representation of f.
This leads to the following algorithm for proper learning.
Algorithm Learn k-term monotone decision lists Correctness: In Step 1, we ask membership queries with all the assignments in A 2k .
By using Corollary 5 to establish the evaluation of the target function on the all-zeroes assignment (or with a direct membership query), we decide the classi cation of the default node in the target function (Step 2). Next, in Step 3, we use Proposition 15 to produce a set of n O(k 2 ) candidate nodes that are guaranteed to contain all the nodes of the target function represented as a k-term monotone decision list. Using all possible permutations of at most k nodes from the set of candidate nodes, we end up with a set of candidate k-term monotone decision lists (Step 4). Proposition 15 ensures that at least one of these decision lists will be equivalent to the target. By Proposition 12, testing the candidate decision lists for consistency with the target function over A 2k is enough to determine one which is equivalent to the target (Step 5).
Query Complexity: Only membership queries are used and then only in the rst step. The number of queries is jA 2k j, which is at most ( en 2k ) 2k = n O(k) .
Time Complexity: The steps that take the most time are 4 and 5. Since Step 3 produces n O(k 2 ) candidate nodes, the number of candidate decision lists created in Step 5 is n O(k 3 ) . This bound dominates the overall time, which remains n O(k 3 ) . The comments on correctness and complexity have e ectively proved the following theorem.
Theorem 16 The class of k-term monotone decision lists can be properly learned with n O(k) membership queries in n O(k 3 ) time.
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Lower Bounds
The results of the previous section are fairly tight in the sense that n (k) membership queries are also necessary for exact learning, for any constant k.
Theorem 17 Any membership-query learning algorithm for k-term monotone decision lists must use at least P k?1 i=1 n i ? 1 queries. Proof. Let be any assignment with at most k?1 zeroes. The singleton boolean function which is true precisely on the assignment can be represented as a k-term monotone decision list. To construct such a representation, rst create nodes (v; 0) for each variable v in zeroes( ), thus using at most k ? 1 nodes. Next, create a node (t; 1), where vars(t) = ones( ), and nally set the default to 0.
From the above, it follows that the number of k-term monotone decision lists that can represent singletons is at least P k?1 i=0 n
i . An adversary who simply replies false for every query posed by a membership query based algorithm will force at least P k?1 i=1 n i ? 1 queries, in order to rule out all but one singleton.
We now turn to exact proper learnability with equivalence queries alone. The class of 1-term monotone decision lists can be learned with equivalence queries alone as follows. Run two algorithms in pseudo-parallel|the rst one will propose only hypotheses with True as the default classi cation, and the second only hypotheses with False as the default classi cation. One of the two algorithms will halt with the correct answer. Both algorithms start with a hypothesis 1-term monotone decision list made up of a single node having a monotone term containing all the variables and output value equal to the complement of the default. At each stage, if a counterexample is received for the current hypothesis, then all the variables in zeroes( ) are deleted from the single term in the hypothesis. It is easy to see that one of the algorithms must halt with the correct output after at most n steps since at least 1 variable is deleted at each step.
For k 2, k-term decision lists are not learnable in polynomial time with equivalence queries alone. To prove this, we show that the class of k-term monotone decision lists has a combinatorial property called approximate ngerprints. Due to a theorem of Angluin 2] , the existence of this property su ces to show non-learnability of a class with equivalence queries alone.
Let C be a representation class of Boolean concepts, C m;n C be the subclass containing representations of size at most m over n variables, and C n be the subclass containing representations over n variables. That is, C n = m 1 C m;n and C = n 1 C n . We say that C has approximate ngerprints if, for every polynomial p(m; n), there is some n 0 , such that for all n > n 0 , there is an m = m(n) and a \target" representation class T m;n C m;n , such that for all h 2 C p(m;n) , there is some assignment h , such that fewer than jTm;nj p(m;n) concepts in T m;n evaluate h the same way that h does. 1 Intuitively, a representation class which has approximate ngerprints cannot be learned with a polynomial number of equivalence queries because each possible hypothesis queried by a purported learning algorithm can be replied to with an \uninformative" counterexample which eliminates from consideration only a superpolynomially small fraction of the target class as candidates for the unknown concept to be learned.
We now show that the class of k-term monotone decision lists has approximate ngerprints for k 2. We start with a lemma.
Lemma 18 Let Proof. Let T n;k be the target class of k-term monotone decision lists in which all the terms are positive, the default is negative, and each term has exactly n=k variables that do not occur in any other term. To avoid oors and ceilings, assume that n is a multiple of k.
In order to prove the approximate ngerprints property, it su ces to show that the number of functions in T n;k that either classify an assignment of at most k ? 1 0's as 0 or classify an assignment with at most n=k 1's as 1, is a superpolynomially small fraction of jT n;k j. Note that jT n;k j = n! (n=k)!] k k! . No function in T n;k classi es an assignment with at most k?1 zeroes as 0. Moreover, the fraction of the functions in T n;k that classify an assignment with at most n=k ones as 1 is at most jT n?n=k;k?1 j jT n;k j = (n ? n=k)!(n=k)!k n! = k n n=k which, after a routine use of Stirling's approximation, can be seen to be superpolynomially small in n for k 2.
Corollary 20 Improper exact learning of k-term monotone decision lists using membership queries only can also be obtained by using the algorithm in 10]. Furthermore, using the techniques of Bshouty 10] and Kushilevitz 19] , one can improperly learn up to O(log n)-term decision lists exactly by using membership and equivalence queries.
Learning General Monotone Term Decision Lists
The central question of whether the general class of monotone term decision lists is learnable, properly or not, in any model of learning is open. Here, we give some partial results. First of all, it follows from Theorem 17 that general decision lists are not learnable with membership queries alone, since all 2 n singletons are representable as n-term monotone decision lists. In subsection 5.1 below, we show below that equivalence queries alone also do not su ce for learnability. We close the section by showing that a large subclass of the general class is indeed learnable, even though it also is not learnable with membership or equivalence queries alone.
Approximate Fingerprints
We now show that monotone term decision lists have approximate ngerprints. Note that this result does not follow immediately from the earlier proof of approximate ngerprints. We begin with a lemma. For our choice of r, the last quantity in the above expression is 1. Therefore, there exists some set X of at most r variables such that the assignment formed by setting all the variables in X to 0 and the remaining variables to 1 is not accepted by any positive term of L. Such an assignment satis es (a).
Theorem 23 The class of monotone term decision lists has approximate ngerprints. Proof. Let T n be the class of q = p n-term monotone decision lists in which all the terms are positive, the default is negative, and each term has exactly q variables which do not occur in any other term. (Assume that q is an integer in order to avoid oors and ceilings.) Note that this is the same target class as the one used in 3] to show that read-once formulas cannot be identi ed with equivalence queries alone. The number of logically distinct Boolean functions in T n is n! (q!) q+1 . Let p = n c for some xed constant c > 0 and let L be any monotone decision list of p terms. Let = (L) be the assignment whose existence is guaranteed by Lemma 22. To show the approximate ngerprints property, it su ces to show that the fraction of concepts in T n that classify as L does is superpolynomially small. As in Lemma 22, let L does is at most m q (n?q)!n! , which (after plugging in the values of m and q) is less than
p n . This quantity can be seen to be superpolynomially small in n. 
A Learnable Subclass of Monotone Term Decision Lists
Let disj-MDL be the subclass of boolean functions representable as monotone term decision lists in which no two terms of di erent output-value share a variable. Equivalently, the set of relevant variables of a disj-MDL function may be partitioned into two sets|the set of variables which appear in nodes of output value 0 and the set of variables which appear in nodes of output value 1. Note that this class includes all monotone functions. The class disj-MDL is not learnable with membership queries alone because of the fact that singletons can be represented using a disj-MDL representation of at most n nodes. Also, it follows from the proof of Theorem 23 that disj-MDL cannot be learned with proper equivalence queries (in fact, even if the queries are general monotone term decision lists) because the target class T n used in the proof is contained in disj-MDL. Therefore, if disj-MDL are properly and exactly learnable at all, one must use both types of queries. Consider the algorithm in Figures 1 and 2 . We prove the correctness of the algorithm using the following invariant:
Invariant. 
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The invariant is initially satis ed when the while loop is entered since we ask a membership query on 0 n to get a hypothesis with only the default node. Assume that the invariant is satis ed at the beginning of some iteration of the while loop. We use the following claims to show that the invariant is true at the end of the current iteration of the while loop. Claim 26 After step 4 is executed in the algorithm in Figure 1 The following corollary is immediate from the proof of Theorem 25:
Corollary 28 A minimal disj-MDL representation of a boolean function is unique modulo permutation of nodes within a block.
Proof. This follows directly from the invariant used in the algorithm.
It remains to relate the representation size of disj-MDL with the size using the monotone term decision list representation. We prove that the disj-MDL size is optimal with respect to the monotone term decision list size.
Let jfj dmdl be the number of terms of the smallest disj-MDL that represents f, if Proof of Claim 30. By Claim 27, the assignment t;st activates the node (t; b). Since at least one of the variables in vars(t) is set to 0 in , must activate some node after (t; b). Suppose, for the sake of contradiction, that activates (r; b) a node after (t; b) but before (s t ; b) (i.e., does not activate (s t ; b)). Since vars(r) ones( t;st ) and f is a disj-MDL vars(r) vars(t). Now using that there is no node of output value b between (t; b) and (r; b) one of these two nodes is useless, contradicting the minimality of L. Claim 30 implies that for every term t in a node of L, t;st must activate a node (r; b) in M such that vars(t) vars(r) (otherwise some assignment v such that t;st > v st would also activate (r; b) and M would not be equivalent to L). We are now ready to show that every assignment t;st 2 A activates a distinct node in M, thereby proving the theorem.
Suppose to the contrary that there are two assignments t;st and t 0 ;s 0 t 0 that activate the same node (r; b) in M. Using the same argument as above, vars(t 0 ) vars(r) and therefore (vars(t) vars(t 0 )) vars(r) (ones( t;st ) \ ones( t 0 ;s 0 t 0 )): Since L is minimal, t 6 = t 0 and consequently there is some variable x in the symmetric di erence of vars(t) and vars(t 0 ). Now x cannot be in vars(s t ) \ vars(s 0 t 0) because L is a disj-MDL representation. However, this implies that vars(t) vars(t 0 ) is a proper subset of vars(t) \ vars(t 0 ), a contradiction.
6 Conclusions
We have presented a class of decision lists in which the terms are restricted to being monotone. In spite of this restriction, several desirable properties of general decision lists, such as succinctness and universality, are preserved. In addition, monotone term decision lists are amenable to e cient operations such as equivalence testing, rendering a representation irredundant, satis ability/tautology testing, etc., which are intractable for other universal representation classes.
Some subclasses of monotone term decision lists are learnable: k-term monotone decision lists are properly and exactly learnable with membership queries alone, for any constant k, while they can neither be properly PAC-learned nor learned with equivalence queries alone. The subclass of disjoint-MDL is properly learnable with equivalence and membership queries while neither type of query alone will su ce.
The main question that this work leaves open is the learnability of general monotone term decision lists. It would be interesting to know if the class is at least predictable with membership queries.
Other open questions have to do with the representation class of monotone term decision lists:
Is there a polynomial time algorithm for minimizing a given monotone term decision list?
Is there a polynomial time algorithm for truth-table minimization of a monotone term decision list? Given that monotone term decision lists are as good or better than decision trees when one considers representation size and other issues, it would be of interest to see how a practical inference engine based on monotone term decision lists compares with popular decision tree based learners.
